Abstract. The arithmetic limits of natural bit calculations are strictly established. The natural quantum metric system has been developed. Only seven scaling units that generate thirteen invariant values are necessary and sufficient for an accurate estimation and a mutual coordination of the fundamental constants of quantum physics. For the first time, the calibration constants of quantum physics were obtained, calculated and identified analytically with almost an absolute accuracy, which is limited only by a bit capacity of a computer. The basic constants of quantum physics are, in fact, the dynamic parameters of the functional relationships of the transcendental numbers PI and E with natural numbers, which draw a holographic picture of the motion of spherical wave fronts.
Introduction
The first attempt to develop the absolute metric system was made by Gauss in the early nineteenth century. An attempt was unsuccessful due to the inconsistency of parabolic, elliptical and hyperbolic geometry. The inverse logarithmic relationships of the transcendental numbers PI and E resolve this problem and create the absolute metric without any artifacts and without measurements at all. It suffices to postulate the number PI as the universal unit of space and the number E as the universal unit of time. Then the first derivative of PI by E can be considered as a unit of speed, and the second derivative is the unit of acceleration. Geometrically, PI is the perimeter; E is the diameter of the space-time sphere. E/2 is the radius, 4*PI*(E/2)^2 is the surface of the sphere, and 4/3*PI*(E/2)^3 is the volume of the sphere, PI*(E/2)^2 is the surface of a circle, N*(PI*E^2)/4 is a discrete set of the cylinder volumes. A functional relationships between these space-time geometric parameters and an infinite set of integers N constitute the basis of the natural [E...PI] binary calculations of the parameters of wave motion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The basic principles of universal arithmetic and geometry were developed by Newton, Leibniz and Euler at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The principles led to the creation of the differential calculus and analysis: Unit 1 generates a natural set: 1+1+1+... = 1... (N+1). There is no absolute infinity. Unit 1 and a natural set generate the inverse natural set: 1/(1+1)...1/(N+1). There is no absolute zero. Unit 1 is a quantum of the progressive natural set. Units 1/(N+1) are the quanta of the inverse natural set. An inverse natural set generates a universal spatial unit PI = (1+1)*Sum{d(1/N)/Sqrt(1-1/N^2)} as a circle perimeter. An inverse natural set generates a universal temporal unit E = (1+1/N)^N as the base of natural logarithms.
The modern science has emerged after the discovery of logarithms. But it was impossible to resolve the fundamental problems of infinitesimal calculus before the discovery of the laws of thermodynamics and electrodynamics, from which an approximate scaling unit of temperature K (kelvin) and a scaling unit of the rotational speed C (the speed of light) were obtained. It will be shown below that K and C are essentially fundamental mathematical units of the inverse natural calculus, such as PI and E of the standard analysis, and they can be obtained analytically from the mutual functional relations of the transcendental numbers PI and E. As the result, all other constants of quantum physics can also be obtained analytically, and their physical meanings can be explained geometrically. At the same time, the number A = 137 is very close to the squared sum of root mean the square, arithmetical, geometrical, harmonic mean of PI and E:
Arithmetical limits of natural computations
[Sqrt((PI^2+E^2)/2)+(PI+E)/2+Sqrt(PI*E)+2*PI*E/(P I+E)]^2 = 136.9938985020083597 = SMS.
SMS sequence can be treated as the entropy bound of the parabolic coupling of binary, decimal and natural bit computation systems. The approximate equations E^137= 100*PI*10^57 and E^137 = 100*Sqrt(10)*10^57 can be treated as the exponential entropy bounds of polynomial coupling of binary, decimal and natural calculation systems: 100*PI*10^57 = E^136.9972503724980956, A^1 = 137.0000000000000000, 100*Sqrt(10)*10^57 = E^137.0038130331457184.
The 
Matrix equations of wave motion
Ten matrix equations of the differential geometry in a topologically inverted space-time determine parameters of the push-pull spherical wave motion: [R]=1+2/100*(E+[A]*(1+Sqrt(2*PI*E/100))) -matrix field of the normalized inverse radius (Dirac's units).
[A]=(100*([R]-1)/2-E)/(1+Sqrt(2*PI*E/100)) -matrix field of the normalized inverse eccentricity (Sommerfeld's units).
[P]=2*PI*[R] -matrix field of the normalized inverse perimeter (Planck's units).
[
G]=[P]*(1+[A]) -matrix field of the normalised density of inverse perimeters (Newton's gravity units).
[V]=[R]^64*10^7 -matrix field of the relative speed of waves (Maxwell's units).
[MM]=12-[A]/10 -matrix field of the relative amplitude of waves (Amagat's molar concentration units).
[KB]=Cos[MM]-Sin[MM] -matrix field of the relative phase of waves (Boltzmann's units).
[W]=[V]^2 -matrix field of the relative energy of waves (Einstein's units).
[NA]={Sqrt(8*PI*E/(8*PI*E+137^2))/(1+2*[A]/1000)-5/10^8}/10 -field of Avogadro entropy units.
[DA]=1/[NA]/100 -normalized inverse information entropy (Dalton's atomic mass units).
Matrix of quantum invariants
The arithmetical entropy matrix of Avogadro-Dalton: A4=(PI*E/100)^2+(1/137-(PI*E/100)^2 is upper parabolic bound of the inverse orbital eccentricity. AH=1/(16*PI*E) is upper hyperbolic bound of the inverse orbital eccentricity. AB=A(NB), NB = 602214183/(1+4*PI/10^8)/10^11 is PI-reference point of the information entropy of eccentricity. AL=1/(1+59*Ln (10)) is upper logarithmic bound of inverse orbital eccentricity. The geometrical entropy matrix of PlanckSommerfeld: A1=1/137 is central point of natural mirror symmetry of inverse orbital eccentricity. AF = 1000/Integer {1000* Sqrt (137^2+PI^2)} is PI-reference point of inverse orbital eccentricity. A0 = (PI*E/100)^2 is lower parabolic bound of orbital eccentricity. AS = 1/100/(1.111111111>)^3 is lower hyperbolic bound of orbital eccentricity.
[N]
[A]
[R]
[P] 0.0060221412397551 0.0072992700729927 1.0545719538152265 6.6260710055755005 0.0060221412628504 0.0072973525205056 1.0545718996147182 6.6260706650236630 0.0060221413188129 0.0072927060593902 1.0545717682803448 6.6260698398254579 0.0060221413514050 0.0072900000000000 1.0545716917923240 6.6260693592370495
The differential entropy matrix of KelvinMaxwell RC = (R+4*PI*C/10^10)/10^8 is the PI-reference point of core radius. RE = (R+1/E)/10^8 is the Ereference point of core radius. RA = (R+1/(E+AS))/10^8 is the A-E reference point of core radius. RK = (R+1/(E+AS+BS)/10^8 is the K-reference point of core radius.
[KB]
[ Translational velocity of the core waves: Med {T0...C0} = 2.9979245697684876*10^8 = V0 is the median translational velocity.
Median radius of the core waves: (V0/10^7)^(1/64) = 1.0545697837183448 = RV0.
Median eccentricity of the core waves: (100*(RV0-1)/2-e)/(1+Sqrt(2*PI*E/100)) = 0.0072224945075574 = AV0.
Relative amplitude of the core waves: 12-AV0/10 = 11.9992777505492443 = MM (molar mass)
Relative phase of the core waves: Cos(MM)-Sin(MM) = 1.3806484502310000 = KB (Boltzmann's unit).
Density of the nuclear waves: 2*PS*(1+AS) = 6.6743734048658876 = GS Med {GV0...GS} = 6.6741437171665912 Med of meds = 6.6736948779387962 = GM is the lower bound of the gravitational unit. GV0 = 2*PI*RV0*(1+AV0) = 6.6739140334195273 Med {GV0...GX} = 6.6732460538038305 
